Audioconference on WS
Audioconference on skype about Workspaces July 09th 2009

Time zone Paris (France) Thursday, July 9, 2009 at 5:00:00 PM UTC+2 hours
(other time zones)

Related: Workspace Ideas | Mod AulaWiki | TikiFest Workspace and Social Networking)

In attendance

- Marc Laporte
- Xavi
- giancapino
- Nelson Ko
- Roberto LÀ³pez
- Aldo BG
- MangaPower
- Rodrigo Sampaio Primo
- Jonny Bradley
- luciash d' being
- sylvie-greverend

(anyone missing?)

Audio

This is a partial recording of the audio conference. Sadly (until Marc pointed it out) I wasn't recording, sorry about that. I have cut out sections where there was no relevant conversation about the project. Much of the time we were talking about how it wasn't working properly, or waiting for people to get back into the conference having fallen out.

N.B. The sound quality is extremely variable...
(jonnyb)

(audio hosted on blip.tv)

Chat Logs
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